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TECHNICAL NOTE 3500
CORRECTION OF ADDITIONAL SPAN LOADINGS
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TAPERED WINGS OF HIGH ASPECT
COMPUTED BY THE
MODERATELY
RATIO
By John DeYoung and Walter H. Barling, Jr.
suMMARY
It has been found that for wings combining high aspect ratio with
large smounts of sweep, the Weissinger seven-point results are in error.
A simple procedure is presented here which for a sizable range of plan
. forms largely corrects these errors and results in more accurate span
loadings being read directly from the loading charts of NACA Report 921.
This procedure consists of an alteration of the taper ratio used plus an
4. additional correction applied at the wing root. In the above procedure,
the lift-curve slope and the method of fairing the loading are also
improved.
The new results agree within *1 percent with theoretical results
believed to be accurate; whereas maximum errors of the original Weissinger
seven-point loading (for wings swept back 45°) are approximately 2 and
8 percent for aspect ratios equal to 3 and 10, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
Of the several published methods for computing the span loading of
wings at subsonic speeds, the Weissinger “L” method with seven control
points across the span is one of the easier methods to use and, at one
time, appeared to afford the best compromise between labor and acc~acY.
Solutions for many wings have been plotted (ref. 1). The mathematical
coefficients, avnj used in the four equations have also been presented
in graphical form for plan forms whose solutions are not plotted.
Garner (ref. 2), Schneider (ref. 3), and others have indicated that
for wings combining high aspect ratio with large sraountsof sweepback,
the seven-point loadings do not compare favorably with experimental results
nor with theoretical results believed to be more accurate. The seven-
point Weissinger loadings, C2C/CLCav, are generally too high outboard and
too low inboard, as is illustrated in figure 1 (taken from ref. 3).
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The primary purpose of the present report is to find some simple,
direct corrections to the solutions given in reference 1 for sweptback
wings of high aspect ratio.
NOTATION
!I
R
b=
aspect ratio, ~
coefficients relating the wing loading at station n to the
dowmwash at station v
wing span measured perpendicular to the plane of symmetry, ft
local wing chord measured parallel to the plane of symmetry, f%
average wing chord, ~ ~ ft
lift coefficient,
total lift
C@
lift-curve slope, per radian or deg
section lift coefficient
section lift-curve slope, per radian or deg
clc
spanwise loading coefficient or dimensionless circulation ~ or
r
ET
constants to be evaluated in the
clc 2AG
equal to —
CLca~
,K=~
free-stresm Mach number
number of terms used tn
number of points across
Gu
aspect-ratio-reductionfunctions
a numerical integration to obtain aVn
the wing span at
determined and the boundary conditions
coefficient of q in the last term of
series
free-stresm dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft
which the downwash is
satisfied; also the
the trigonometric loading -
.
Reynolds number based on mean aerodynamic chord
—
—
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n
v
7
wing area, sq ft
free-stresm velocity, ft~sec
wing angle of attack, radians
circulation, ft2/sec
a correction term to take into account errors in a four-term
numerical integration of span loadings, %} to obtain lift
dimensionless lateral coordinate Y
~~
sweep angle of the wing quarter-chord”line}positive for sweepback~
deg
sweep angle resulting from the Prandtl-Glauert transformation,
% = ‘an-=’R%
tip chord
geometric wing taper ratio, roo~ chord
an effective
being read
a correction
taper ratio which results in more accurate answers
from the loading charts of reference 1
term to increase lift in the vicinity of ~ = O
trigonometric spanwise coordinate, cos‘z~, radians
Subscripts
number pertaining to span station associated with the loading>
Vn = cos(nfi/m+ 1)
number pertaining to span station associated with the downwashj
Vv = cos(vfi/m+ 1)
values given by the procedure of reference
DEVELOPMENT OF CORRECTIONS
Outline of Development
1
In the material to follow, the mathematical errors resulting from
seven-point solutions will be approximately corrected by an effective
change in wing taper ratio, the addition of a term to the loading at the
.,
,,
4wing root, and a correction to
based on the easily determined
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the total lift. All corrections will be
errors of the seven-point method when
.
.
aspect ratio is infinite. Since for a given sweep angle the seven-point
solution gives correct values as A-O, a function which becomes mall
as A diminishes is used to bring the corrections at A = cc down to
finite aspect ratios.
The distribution of circulation parsmeter, czc/cav, will be corrected
in two steps: (1) The taper ratio is altered so as to take into account
the error due to the M = 7 evaluation of the influence coefficients~ and
(2) the loading at the root of a swept wing is multiplied bya factor to
take into account an error that is largely due to the inability of an
m = 7 trigonometric loading series to predict the loading at the root.
Two corrective factors will be applied to the lift-curve slope,
(1) a factor that takes into account the inability of a seven-point
numerical integration to integrate the loading accurately, and (2) a
factor that takes into account the added loading at the wing root due to
the above second correction. .
With the distribution of the circulation parameter ClC/Ca~ and the
lift CL corrected, the loading coefficient /Czc CL.cav will be evaluated 4
in terms of the above corrections and values read from the loading charts~
af reference 1. With the corrected loading at the four span stations
known, the loading coefficient at other span stations maybe found by
using the interpolation formula given as equation (A52) of reference 1.
To overcome some shortcomings of this formula, simple additive corrections
will be developed. An equation for tke sPanwise center of pressure, ~cp,
w5.11also be developed which will take into account the above correcti.ans.
The procedure by which the charts of reference 1 are used to obtain
accurate values is summarized in a section following the development. No
marked increase of time or labor is involved in obtaining the more accurate
results over the ordinary usage of reference 1.
made
Correction of Distribution of Circulation
Correction at A = m.- If, with A = co,M in the Weissinger method is
infinitely large (i.e., the influence coefficients inte~ated exactly)
‘while the method is developed primarily to apply to loading coeffi-
cients given in charts in reference 1, it can also be applied to plan forms -
>eyond the scope of those charts by using values of the avn coefficients
in equation 1 of reference 1 corresponding to the wing with an altered
taper ratio. .
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. then the loading due to angle of attack (“additional” loading) is pre-
dicted without error for ~ >0. The result for M = w
.
C~aCV/Ca~ = (~ cos A)(C,/Ca~) o<~<l. o (1)
independent of m. At7= 0, the M = w solution results in ‘
Cza% % COSA(cv/cav)
=
Cav l+sinA
(2)
for any finite m. More accurate solutions (refs. 4 and 5) for the load-
ing at the wing root indicate that the values given by equation (2) are
substantially low. The root error is attributed largely to the use of a
.
finite m. However, simply taking one half of the value of sin A in
equation (2) gives an expression that is sufficiently accurate; that is,
The values of loading
value given by the a
theory of reference 5
given
=M=
ZC cOS A(cv/cav)
o (3)
l-t (sinA)/2 7 =
by equations (2) and (3)
w theory of reference 4
as follows (comparing c2a/(%
compare with the
and slender wing
cos A)):
Sweep, 1 1 Accurate
deg l+sin A 1+ (sinA)/2 Referencevalues
o 1 l 000 1.000 1.000 two-dimensional theory
45 .588 l739 .740 4
90 .500 .667 .637 5
The next step is to find the corresponding Weissinger seven-point
results at A = m. For m=M = 7, the circulation parameter, c’zac/cav,
can be found by analytical solution of the four downwash equations, as
is shown in the appendix. The Weissinger m = M = 7 loading and the
. accurate loading at A = w are compared in the following sketch for
A =0.45 and A = 45°. With no spanwise variation of sweep or taper
ratio, the accurate loading (eq. (1)) gives for ~ >0 a linear variation
.? of loading related to the taper ratio.
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4
t
— Equation (1)
2 0 Weissinger 7-point value
x Equation (3)
A=m, A=45; ~=0.45
o~
o .2 .4 .6 .8 0 .
It is seen that at q > 0 the Weissinger loading values also have sm “
almost linear distribution, but with less slope. The differences between
the Weissinger values at q > 0 and the accurate values will be called the
M error. It can be reduced by using a taper ratio (in the Weissinger cal-
culations) lower than the real geometric taper ratio. The ratio of tip
value to root value of a line drawn equidistant from the Weissinger values
(see sketch) divided into
taper ratio. This factor
tive taper ratio, he, for
tics with regard to sweep
correction in simple form
the real ta~er ratio gives a factor fo~ reducing
times.the wing taper ratio results in an effec-
A = m. By limiting the plan-form characteris-
and taper ratio, it is possible to present the
(for A = W),
Ie e [1 - 0.004(1 + ljAO]A (4)
forO.25 <h <0.75 and 30° <A<80a.
There remains the error at the wing root. It was shown that with
M = m, the loading at the root can be improved by a correction of the
form,
l+sinA
=li- sin A (5)
1+ (sinA)/2 2+sinA .
For calculationsmade with M = 7, the M error at q = O is not suf-
ficiently taken into account by the use of the effective taper ratio. It
is found that the coefficient, 1.75 -
*
Xells, applied to the second term
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of equation (5) gives values of root loading approximately equal to those
givenby equation (3). The resulting corrective coefficient of (CIC/Cav)a
. for A=w is
(cZc/cav)4 + A(cZc/cav)4
(c2fJ/cav)~
=l+crm (6)
where
sin A(l.75 - ~ev3)
fsm= (7)
2+sinA
Thus, if the loading for an m = M = 7 Weissinger solution for A = m
is obtained using the taper ratio given by equation (4) and the consequent
loading at midwing is multiplied by equation (6), then the wing loading
at the four span stations is accurate within a few percent for the stated
range of values of sweep and taper ratio. This compares with errors of
up to 35 percent for the noncorrected m . M . 7 method at A
.
=Cc.
Corrections for arbitrary aspect ratio.- The magnitude of the cor-
. rections should diminish with decreasing aspect ratio since the need for
corrections vanishes as A+O for finite sweep. A function of the form,
1
was found to be suitable for multiplying the corrective terms
1 + (k/A)z
of equations (k) and (6). A value of k for each of the corrections can
be determined so that the corrected loading values at all values.of q
are within tl percent of those obtained by the Multhopp 23-point method
for an A=8, A=450, and~ = 0.45 wing reported in reference 3. With
the values of k determined, the effective taper ratio of the wings of
arbitrary aspect ratio becomes
[
Ae=~-
1
0.004(1 + A)A” ~
1 + (7/A)2
and the correction at the root, u, becomes
= (1.75 - XeLiS)Sin A
a
[1+ (24/A)2](2+ sin A)
(8)
(9)
Total lift
Since the span-loading curves
term trigonometric series, an m =
loading does not give sufficiently
high aspect ratio. k approximate
=e not well approximated by a four-
7 numerical integration of spanwise
accurate results for swept wings of
correction for the integration error
can be found. Also, the added loading at the root of a sweptback wing
adds to the total lift and must be taken into account.
Correction for numerical integration.- The correction can be esti-
mated by first finding the error of a seven-point integration af an ana-
lytical loading whose integrated lift is known and whose form is reason-
ably typical of high-aspect-ratio wings. The first approximation to such
. . — —
a loading distribution
for T >0 the loading
Kn =
is the distrib~tion at A = m. From equation (l),
coefficient, Kn, (see list of symbols) reduces to
(–)cP =.-- [+l+A) ])]7.1\ -aV/n L+n
for straight-taperedwings. From equation (3), for q = O
(c/ca~14 2
K4 =
1+ (sinA)/2 = (1 + A)[l + (sin A)/2]
(10a)
(lOb}
also for straight-taperedwings. Such a loading distribution has an
infinite loading gradient at the wing tip and at the wing root; however,
the aspect ratio would have to be extremely large to approach this con-
dition. Here, in order not to demand too much from a seven-point integra-
tion, the wing tip loading and the loading at the wing root will be rounded
off to approximate the behavfor of a wing of A ~ 20. At the wing tip,
from ~ = 0.8315 to 1.0000, the loading is assumed of the form
K = alsinq + a3sin 3cp (11)
where al and as are determined by the requirement that the loading and
loading slope equal that givenby equation (loaj at ~= 0.831.5. At the
wing root, from ~ = O to 0.1951, the loading is assumed of the form
K =blsincp + b3sin ~ + b~sin ~ (12]
where bl, b~, and bs are determined by the requirements that the loading
at q = O and 0.1951 and that the slope of the loading at ?l= 0.1951
equal values given by equation (loo). The final distribution of loading
with the rounding off at the tip and ?sootis shown in the following
sketch:
.
.
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.
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.
.
Loading
rEquations (10)
~,= 0.1602 + 1.5806 ~
I+A 7
0 .1951 .8315 Lo
Since the loading is known analytically, the area beneath the curve
can be determined exactly. The area is
2.0028 + 1.8692A+ 0.8547 sin A+ 0.9346A sin A
(1+X)(2+ sin A)
It is convenient to raise the loading values so that the curve has unit
area by dividing by the above expression. The seven-point integration
formula of reference 1 can now be applied aud the errors of the formula
can be determined. The seven-point integration formula is (from ref. 1)
(13)
The ratio of the seven-point value to the exact value of c~ may be
written
(CLG)7
(CIJ =% (0.7654Kl+ 1.4142K2+ 1.8474KS+ K.)
exact
(14)
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where the Kis are the previously determined loading values with unit
area. Equation (14) does not yield unit area. The discrepancy will be
called the integration error, y, or
cLa = (1 + 7)(CLJ7
The quantity, 7, is virtually independent of taper ratio in the range
0.25 <A < 0.75 and can be given as simply
While the above
error at Am 20, it
ing the aspect-ratio
Multhopp results for
following expression
sin AY==
value is probably more representative
is convenient to take this value for
.
(16)
of inte~ation
A=x. Ap@y-
function, 1 and setting k to yield the
1+ (k/A)2 ‘
the A
for 7
= 8 wing mentioned previously,
at arbitrary aspect ratios
sin A
‘20[1 ,(*y]
yields the
(17)
Correction for added root loading.- The product of czc/cav and a
gives the increase of root section loading due to the root correction.
The increment of CLU
For the range of plan
ventional taper), &
me quantity (C~)fie
effective taper ratio
due to this added ioading is, from equation (14),
forms under consideration (positive sweep and con-
may be taken as slightly larger than unity. Thus,
(19)
is the
rather
the C~ ch&ts of ref. 1).
seven-point value for a wing with the
than the geometric taper ratio (read from
Thus,
l
.
.
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(L&)7 = () (20)1 + ~ (@x e
.
Inserting equation (20) into equation (15) and dropping the second-order
term ~, yields the corrected total lift as
(& = (l+y+
where (CLa)Aa may be read from figure
); (C+e (21)
4 of reference 1, y is givenby
equation (17~, and o is given by equation (9).
Corrected Loading Coefficient and Interpolation
.
Corrected loading coefficient.- The loading coefficient,
7 K~ = (czC/cLcs,v)n determined, say, from the charts of reference 1 by
using the effective taper ratio (eq. (8)) and the root correction
(eq. (9)) will need a final correction since the total lift coefficient,
CLa, has changed (eq. (21)). The Knts become
(Kn7)he
Kn =
1+7+ (0/5)
1 (22)
(1 + m+e
K4 =
1+ y+ (cT/5) J
Interpolation.- The seven-point interpolation, equation (A51) of
reference 1, of loading at span stations between the four known loading
values, gives the loading distribution which the seven-point numerical
integration formula integrates when obtaining total lift. Thus the error
in interpolating is related to the error when integrating. The values of
Kn for the preceding rounded-off loading assumed for A = w can be
interpolated by equation (A52) of”reference 1. The differences of the
interpolated from the accurate loading were found to be nearly directly
proportional to 7m (given in eq. (16)). The effect of taper ratio is
. nil and is omitted. Thus the increments of loading to be added to inter-
polated results at q = 0.1951, 0.5556, and 0.8315, were found to be
.
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%/2 = 5.157m
4/2 = -1”557W
1
(23)
%/2 = l*03ym
respectively. No reliable value of AK~2
is taken as zero.
If the interpolation error is assumed
in the same manner as the lift integration
aspect ratios
which gives the correction
‘7/2 = 5.157
%5/2 = -1.557
‘K3/2 = 1.03y
AK~2* O
could be found and AK~2
to decrease with aspect ratio
error, 7’,then at finite
\
I
I
to be added to interpolated loadings at
—
v = 0.1951, 0.5556, 0.8315, and 0.9808, respectively.
Spanwise Center of Pressure
The spanwise center of pressure is given
pl. o
(24)
(25)
~ (ctc/cav)dq
‘q=o
Letting ~ = cos q and multiplying the numerator and the denominator
bY cav/2b gives
J
d2
G(cp)sin(pcosq) dcp
ncp =
o
J
d.!?
G(q)sinq @
o
13
.
.
.
.
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By use of the
integrals can
interpolated
the spanwise
v~p
where the K
loading series
be evaluated.
given by equation (A17], reference 1, the
Taking m = 15, and using the seven-point
values of loading corrected by-equation (24}, we obtain for
center of pressure
0.352K1+0.503K2 + 0.344K~ + 0.041K4 + 0,364Y
= (27)
0.383K1+ 0.~07K2 + 0.924K3 + 0.500K4 + 2.155Y
values are for unit area.
SUMMARY OF PROCEDURE
For wings with taper ratios, X, between Q.25 and 0.75 and whose
--
quarter-chord lines are swept back between 30” and 80U,= the following
parameters are evaluated
From either
of equation
[ 10.004(1+ A)AO ~1- 1+ (7/A)2
sin A
20[1+ (11.7/A)2]
(1.75 - Ael’3)sin A
[1 + (2h/A)2](2 + sin A)
the loading charts of reference 1 or simultaneous
(1) of reference 1, the loading coefficients K%
solution
are obtained
for the wing parameters A, A, and ~e. The Kn7 values are then
by correction factors as follows:
Kn7
Kn = for ~ = 0“.9239,0.7071, and 0.3827
1 +y + (u/5)
(1 +O)K47
K4 = forq=O
1 +7 +(~/5)
multiplied
aSuch ’largeangles of sweep might be the result of applying the
Prandtl-Glauert transformation to take account of compressibility; that is,
an angle of sweep, ~, is used such that
tanAP . h=)tan A
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and
c~a = [(1 + 7 + (~/m(mJ7
With the improved loading at the four span stations known, the
loading coefficient at other span stations may be found by using the
interpolation formula given as equation (A52) of reference 1. However,
to these interpolated values the following corrections shouldbe added:
~T/2 =5.157, 11=0.1951
AK51Z = -1..55Y, TI= 0.5556
AK3/2 = 1.03Y, q = 0.8315
‘%/2 - 0? q =0.9808
The spanwise center of pressure, Vcp, is found as
0.352Kl+ 0.503Kz+ 0.344Ks+ 0.041fi+.o.36hy
Vcp =
0.383K1+ 0.707Kz + 0.92kK3+ 0.500K4 + 2.155Y
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Comparison of Modified Seven-Point Results
With Other Theoretical Results
In figure 2, comparisons are presented for the following plan forms:
Sweep,
A deg Taper Method
10 40 0.40 Falkner 19-point
8 45 .45 Multhopp 23-point
7 35 .50 Weissinger 15-point
2.64 45 .389 Multhopp 15-point
6 43 0 Multhopp 15-point
For a discussion of the methods, see reference 3=
In figures 2(a)$ (b), (c), and (d), it fS seen that the new results
are much more accurate than the original Weissinger seven-point results
which are also shown. The new span loadings for these wings are within
about *1 percent of the results of the more lengthy methods. ln contrast,
the maximum errors of the original Weissinger loadings range from approxi-
mately 2 to 8 percent for wings of aspect ratio,sof 3 to 10.
.
.
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As has been pointed out~ the
In figure 2(e), the ‘corrections”
the accuracy of the span loading.
15
corrections are not valid for X < 0.25.
at h = O are seen to be detrimental to
Comparison of Modified Seven-point Results with Experiment
In figure 3, the new results and the original Weissinger results
are compared with high Reynolds number experimental results for the fol-
lowing wings:
~ Sweep, Taper
deg Source R
10 40 0.40 unpublished 8X106
8 45 .45 ref. 3 4X10=
6 45 .29 unpublished 5.8X10B
6 45 .50 ref. 6 8X1O=
.
The
that the
with the
The
first two wings have truly high aspect ratios and it is seen
new span loadings and lift-curve slopes are in good agreement
experimental results on these wings.3
third and fourth wings were in combination with fuselages. The
influence of the fuselage of the fourth wing is seen in the magnitude
of the experimental loading at ~ = 0.17. Outboard of ~ = 0.3 where
the influence of the fuselage is fairly small, the new results are appre-
ciably closer to experiment than are the original Weissinger results.
Thus, these two comparisons also tend to confirm the new results.
To obtain the simplicity of the present corrections, it was necessary
*O limit theotaper ratio to 0.25 <1 <0.75 and the sweep angle to
30° <A <8o . However, ‘it is interesting to note in figure 2(e) that the
lift-curve slope for X = O is improved by the correction. To determine
whether such improvement is possible for untapered wings, some experimen-
tal and corrected lift-curve slopes for A = 600 have been compared in
figure 4. It is seen that for even these extreme plan forms, the c~
correction improves the original Weissinger values and results in rea-
sonable agreement with experiment. Thus, it appears that in the case
of CLa the correction is beneficial at all taper ratios.
.
‘It is true that the Falkner 19-point and Multhopp 23-point methods
also agree with these experimental data but at the cost of much more
time and labor. .
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CONCLUSIONS
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.
The general accord of the new results with results believed to be
accurate indicates that the corrections yield very acceptable answers.
Simplicity in the correctionshas been attained.
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Moffett Field, (!alif.,Apr. 26, 1953
.
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APPENDIX
The solution for spanwise loading by the Weissihger method-for
A=~, is readily obtained from reference 7. Equation (B2) of reference 7
gives values of AVn for high aspect ratio, in terms of A and the
parameter,
HV z dV(b/cV)
where dv is simply a scale factor and is listed below,
.,
v dv ,
.—
1 0.061
2 .234
3 .381
4 .320
.
As A+w, only the term that contains HV becomes signi~icant$ Insert-
ing Avn for A = m, we can write equation (1) of reference 6 as follows:
,
4
‘v
x
‘vn
)( )
C2c
—%” — + tvntan A v = 1)2,,3,and 4Cav cos A ~’
(Al)
n
n=z
where Svn and tvn are dv/2 times the respective nunibers
cient of Hv in equation (B2) of reference 7. The Svn
listed as follows:
f
v
n
1
2
3
4
in the coeffi-
and tvn are
‘vn I tvn I
1 2
I
3 4 1 2 3 4
0.1192 0.0271 -0.0074 0.0052’ 0.0442 0.0479 -0.0130 0.0052
.0271 .1114 .0325 -.0156 -.1155 .0313 .0477 -.0156
-.0078 .0323 .1036 .0594 .0755 -’.1155 .ok42 .0594
.0026 -. 0078 .0297 ,1114 -.3339 .0442 -.0817 . Ink
simultaneous solution of the fo~ equations given by equation
(Al) ~~ults in the evaluation of loading at ‘four spanwise stations.
.
.
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()C-Jc cos A [9.28(l+sin A)s& ali-(-3.05+15.51sinh]‘I=(l+sin A)4
(l+sin A)2~ a~(2.23-20.18sin A+14.71sin2A)(l+sin A)~ U3 +
(-1.02+11.h9sinA-17.13sin2A+7.45sinSA)& aa1
-1
.COSA
[
3 c1
(l+sin A)
*-3.05(l+sin A) ~ uz-t(ll.5%5.k2sin A)
(l+sin A)2~ a2+(-5.09+18.93sinA+ll.8~ sin2A)(l+sinA)& U3+
(2.2&12 .93sinA+2.62sin2A+~.60sinsA)& Ua
1
cos A
(I+sin A) [
‘~ al+(-5,~0-().63sinA)4 2.23(l+sin A) av
(l+sin A)2~ a2+(13.74+12.83sin A+8.03sin2A)(l+sin A)% a3 +
(-4.08+8.85sinA+10.80sin2A+6.81sin3A)&a4
. 1
cos A
(l+sin A)4[
-2.05(l+sinA)3~ al+(4.47+0.38sin
(l+sin A}2~ ~+(-8.L4-S.25sin A-3 .30sin2A)(l+sin A)& us +
1(11.51+19.89sin A+22.35sin=A+5.79sinSA)~ a~ A
.
l
.
.
}(=9
.l
.
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For stratght-taperedwings and for additional loading (~ = a), equa-
tion (A2) reduces to
( “)
Clac
cos A
.
—=
ca~ [o.33+1o.58 sin A-20.39 sin2A+
z (l+ A)(l-t-sinA)4
43.55 sin3A+ (14.54+36.46 sin A+ 50.34 sin2A)(l+ sin A)AI
c)1~c cos A—=cav [4.47 +6.49 sin A+51.33 sin2A+28.52 sinsA+
~ (1+X)(1+ sin A)*
(6.86+27.39 sin A+ll.19 sin2A)(l+ sin A)X]
.
c2a
(7
cos A
—=
Cav ~[6.16+ 45.17 sin A+b4.65 sin2A+
~ (1+X)(1+ sin A)
23.50 sinSA+ (7.4.4.+9.98 sin A+9.38 sin2A)(l+sin A)X]
()Clac cos A~= [15.29+30.25 sin A+38.74 sin2A+4 (l+ A)(l+sin A)4
7.41 sin3A- (3.68+ 3.20 sin A+ 5.78 sin2A)(l+ sin A)X]
.
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